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13-196345 flay 1, 1980

The Honorable Abraham K~azen, Jr.
House of IRepresentafires

Dear 1\r. Kazen: 8ittI*,O .Plblo rAd IIIg* 

This is in answer to your request for our *pinion ot whether contracts
for the disposition and trvelztsmission of powyer and energy from the Falcon
and Amistad hydro-eleculec p~rojects violate the preference provision of
the Falcon-Amis tar d Darn Act, (Act'of June 18, 1954, Pubu. L. No, 83-406,
68 Sta~t 255, as ame nded by the Act of December 23, 1963, Pzub, L. No.
88-237, 77 Stat.t 475). as well1 axs on certain relatend issues,

We have studied the view's of all the parties concerned as well as the
relevant statutory provisions and other applicable documents. Wye do not
believe the contracts in question vriolate either the }preterence clause or
any other applicable stattltory provision, This and your other questions
are addressed belowg in the, order, they appear In your, letter.

Backgrouund

On August 9, 1977, the SIouthd-Texas Electric Coope rative, Ines (OTE C)
and Medina Electric Cooperative'.Inc. (MEC) contracted with the United
States Burcau of Reclamation, De6'parttennt of Interior (Burceau), to pi~r-
chase all of then pouver and energy',(hereafter referred to'collectively £qs
powver) to be generated at the AmilI'tad and Falcon hydro-'blectric facli~ties
after the Amistad plant Is placed Ipto coffinercial operation,, The Ce'tral
Power and Light Company (CPLi oisvn's the only transmission lines in the
vicinity of either the Falcon or Amistad dams and construction of dupli-.
catc alzansmistsion facilities is appmsently not a desirable alternative for
the cooperatives, Accordingly, on April 17, 1978, STE3C/Mr1ICC c~ontracl ,ed
with CPL for "wheeling" (a form of transmission) of the powear the cooper-
atives wer,. to receive under their contract with the Bureau, CPL stipu
lated3, as its price for providing suc}1 services, that it be granted the right
to retain a por tion of the Federal hydr o-electr fe energy at ST'C/ I EC Is
costs

The wheeling contract divided the clltput from, the projects Into' a ST] C/
M\E:C entitlement of 65 percent and a CPL entitlement of :35 percent. In
addition to providing wvheeling ^:eIvice in return for the power, CPL excpress-
ly assumed responsibility for payement to STE:C NBC of an amount equal
to 35 percent of thlC annual combined cost of the Annstad-Falcon electricity.
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That cost Includes a fixed annual payment toward amortization of te iwFa con
project and an amount necessary to amortize the Amistad investment ovor
a 50O-yar period, as wvell as opA'adon, maintenance and replacement costs
for the facilities. Should either CPL or the cooperatives have surplus aecre
remaining from its entitlement, the other party has the right of first reftsai
on the surplus.

The Bourd of Public Utilities of the City of J3rowvnsville, Texas, an
entity recogflized by the United States Department of Energy (DOE) as
entitled to pireference" in the purchase of F'alcon-Amtstad power, has 1/
complained to .901 and to the Western Area Power Administration (WA PAT
that the STEU /MEC-CPIL wheeling agreement is proscribed by the Ww.reau
contract and alsu violate: the preference provision In the Falcon-Amistad
Dam Act because the arrangement constitittes a sale of Falcoli-Amistad
power to a non-preterenc:e customer (the pr~vately-owned CPJ4), although
a preference entity-Bflrownsville--is actively seeking to purchase the
power.

Applicability of the Preference Clause

The language of the Falcon-Amistad legislation addresses only the
Secretary's responsibility for disposing of paver gesvwated by a Yederal
FciliW It provides:

"The electric power and energy generated at Falcon Dam
and Amistad Darn * + * shall be delivered to the Secretary of
the Interior (hereinafter referred to as the Secretary) who
shall transmit and dispose of such power and energy in such
mariner as to encourage the most widespread use thereof at
the lowest possible rates to coisumers consistent with sound
business principles, the rate adhedules to become effective
upon confirmation' and approval bry the Federal Power Coin -
mission. * *Preferonce in the sale of such power and
energy shall be given to public bodies and cooperatives.
The Secretary is authorized, from funds to be appropriated
by the Congress, to construct or acquire, by purchase or
other agreement, only such transmission lines and related
facilities ats may be necessary for the integration of the
Falcon and Arnistad projecta. and in order to make the

'A.\

Responsibiity for marketing of elecotiqal energy from the Falcon
and Amistad projebts 'was transferred from the Bureau, under the Sec-
retary of the Interior, to the Secretary of Energy by the Department of
Energy Organization Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7152(a)(1) () (Supp. 1 1977). WAPA
is the organizational element within the Department of Energy responsible
for discharging the Secretary's power marketing responsibilities.
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power and energy gonerated at said projects available in
who1lesale cpiantities foir sale on fair and reasonable terrils
and condlt.onio to facilities owned by the Federal Government,
public bodies, cooperativos, and privately owned comp altes,"
Falcon-Armisttid Dam AMt, Pub. l,, No. 83-406, § 1, 68 tsht,
255 (1954) (as amended by Pub. L, No. 88-237, § 1, 77 Stat.
475 (1963)).

By its terms, the statute governs olily the initial sale or' power from
the Government, The question is wvhethir the preference clause also
requires the Secretary of Energy to limitY the manner in which preference
customers may dispoae of the power and energy he sells to them, We
believe that the preferonce clause's applic'ability to the sale of power
from the cooperatives to CPL is questionable.

Preference clauses similar to the langti ge of the Falcon-Amist;d
Dam Act, appear in many, statutes authorizing the construction of the
Federal projects from which power is produced. Judicial precedents
interpreting some of these other statutes are relied on by WAPA and
Brownsville who question the validity of the power sharing agreements
in question.

In reply to our inquiry, officials of WAPA Informed us that it is the
position of DOEj and WAPA,

"that any contractual arrangement, Whereb'y a 'ionpreferense
entity receiveti the benefit of federal power when a preference
customer is ready, willing, and able to tako and purchase the
power, operates to violate the preference cla:de contained
within the Falcon Darn Act. "

In support of its position, WAPA relias on the principles articulated by
the Attorney General in his Clark 11ill Reservoir opinion, 41 Op. Atty.
Gen, 236 (1955). The Attorney General concluded that the Secretary of
the Interior would not--

"discharge his statutory duty of giving a prefe4,hce in
'the sale' of power tc~ public bodies and cooperatives by
disposition to a priva,te company under an arrangement
whereby the latter obligates itself to sell an equivalent
amount of power to preference customers to be designated
by the Secretary." Id,, 244,

-~~~~~~~~ 20

Santa Clara v. IKleppe, 418 F. Supp. 1243 at 1254, n, 24 (1976), cites
the v5`T15os C-on7ressTioioT enactments containing a preference clause.
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WAPA alnr relies on the decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the 9th Circuit in City of Santa Clara v. Andrus, (572 F. Zd 660 (9th
Cir, 1978)), Thte Court noted that the praference clause applicable to
them Centval VarQley Project In California gives tho Secretary--

.;
"a very spe¢ 4 ific directive to market federal prefer to
purefofrence customers if any are ready and wvlIng to
purchase it. It is only if the available supply exceeds
the demands of interested preference customers that
the Secretary may offer federal power to private entities,
5'?2 Fe Zd at 670, citing the Attorney General's Clark Hill
Reservoir decision, auprit

We agree that the Falcon-Amistad Dam Act givep rise to a statutory
duty tot, the Secretary of Enortry to extend a preference to public entities
in the sale of prwerigenerated by those projects. Likewise, it seems
alewoa that Congress intendert .i 'fhcareference In the purchase of federally
generated hydroelectricity 'ititkare to the benefit of those entities which
tsrenot operated for ,privati prqfit, and of the people served by them,
Seae.g, 90 Cong, fleh, 8335 41944). However, as we read the cases,
Ilchcourt8 have construrk, such pzrference clauses to require "only that
public enstities be given prefcrerco over private entities in the market!ng
of power generated by federal re-clavnaflon projects." City of Santa Clara
v. Andrus, supru:, at 667, The qlauses do not require that all preference
cpdfhoiieRs be treated equally or that alr potential preference customers
receive an allotment, Ariztjna' Powver Authority v. Morton, 549 F. Zd
1231, 1241, 125Z (9th Cire 1977Ftmeer=eiaew4 U.TSf 835l(1977). We
are unable to locate any prececfeiflo Suggest that preference clauses
which do not expressly govern tlit4,disposition which preference customers
may make of the power purchasedlfrom the United States nevertheless,
by implication, prevent resale to'| non-preference entity, Doth the
Attorney General's Clark Iiill Reservoir decision and the Santa Clara case,
;supa, deal only with the 'applicability of the preference clause as be-
tween a preferep :l entity and a non-preference entity for the initial sale.
Indeed, the Clart: uill opinion reporvts an earlIer arrangement whereby
the Southwrestern Powver Administration sold power to a preference entity
for resale to a non-preference entity, without any indication that this
would be inconsistent with the preference clause. 41 Op. Atty. Gen.
at 239-40.,

The cooperatives contend that their sale to a non-preference entity
is not inherently inconsistent with the preference clause. They point
out that the benefit they are intended to receive from the purchase of
the low cost Federal power has not been restricted by statute, reg-
ulation or published judicial authority and that as long as a cooperative
realizes the value of the hydroelectric energy for the benefit of its
members (in this case, by receiving the proceeds of the subsequent
sale to C PL), Congress cannot be presumed lo care howv it does so.

44 .
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The Cooperatives Illustrate this by supposing that, instead of renelling
power to CL'h, they were to pay cash for the transmission service pro-
vided by CPL,. Clearly they would receive a benefit from this expenditure.
Instead of paying cash, they are in effect paying power but, they suggest,
the result is the same: the cooperatives receive the benefit of the tran3-
actioi. 13rovinsvflie, they note, would also have to arrange for wheeling
byuv C Pb arid wvould have to pay for such service in some manner too.

Browbsville contends that while the Falcon-Amistad Dam Act pref-
erence clause does not expressly limit the manner in which a preference
customer may dispose of the power purchased from the Government, it
must be read "in part materia" with other statutes rekating to Federal
multi-purpost7 Water projects. Specifically, Brownsville cites the
following language from section 5 of the BonnEville Project Act of 1937,
16 U.S. C. § BSZA(a) (1956):

"Contracts for the sale of electric energy toyny private
person or agency other than a privately owned public
utility engaged in selling electric energy to the general
public shall contain a provision forbidding such private
purchaser to resell any of such electric energy so pur-
chased to any private utility or agency engaged in the
sale of electric energy to the general public, and re-
quiring the immediate canceling of such contract of
sale in the event of violation of such provision."

Howvever, the language from the rPnneville Act would not preclude
resale by a preference entity to a non-preference entity, asils here the
case; that Act only prevents "private persons or agendies" (which does
not include preference entities) from reselling to prtvate utilities. If
anything, the Bonneville Act supports the propositfon t!9qt resale is
unrestricted except to the extent the law expressl inihis it. See
also section 5 of the Flood Control Act of 1944, l V$.' 2. § 825s,

Moreover, it has been held that, while a preference clause (contained
in section 9(c) of the Recla'mation Project Act of 1939, 43 U.S.C. § 485h
(c) (1976), provides a standard against which the propriety of Federal sales
to non-preference entities can be measured, it does not provide binding
precedent which governs the Secretary's power to allocate Federal power
among preference customers in one fashion rather than another. Arizona
Power Pooling Ass'n v. lMorton, supra. In an earlier case, the same
Court stated that:

"If a statute or regulation establishes a rule governing
the conduct of the agency with respect to an aspect of the
agency action, a court may determine wvhether the agency
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has complied with that rule, o1lthnough the court still may
not review other aspects of the agency action as to which
there are no reasonably fixed rules tn apply," E ast
Oakland-Fruitvalo Planning Council v. Iluimsfel7T1_l
F. d 5245337-W(7ti Cir, 1972)F

We likewise can find no reasonably fixed rules to apply to the question
of whether the preference clause of the Falcon-Amistad Dam Act requires
the, Secretary of Energy to restrict the manner in which a cooperative may
benefit from the preferred purchase of Federal power. Accordingly, we
must conclude that the STEC/M3EC -CPL wheeling agreement does not
violate the Falcon-Amistad preference clause and that the contract is,
therefore, not invalid on that ground.

Legial Significance of the Bureau's September 17, 1975, Letter,

''.4,d); During preliminary negotiationts for purchase of the Anmistad-Falcon
Power, ST:EC/MEC inquired Nvhlether the Bureau would permit them to
sell their surplus power and energy to CPL, By letter of September 17,
1975, the Bureau responded as follows:

"Since the cooperatives have generating capacity of
their own, there would be no objection to the sale of an
equivalent amount of capacity to any entity. In our opinion,
the proposed contract does not prohtbit such sale since
article M\ of the General Power Contract Provisions
'Resale of Electric Energy' is made inoperative in the
contract."

The Bureau apparently incorporates certain "General Power Contract
Provisions" into most of its power sale agreements. "Provision Ml" of
these General Provisions reads:

"Resale of Electric Energy,

"The Contractor shall not sell any of the electric
energy delivered to it hereunder to any customer of
the Contractor for resale by that customer."

The August 9, 1977 Bureau contract with the cooperatives incorporates
by reference the "General Provisions, " but with the proviso that "Pro-
vision Al" is excluded, Paragraph 14 of the basic contract sets out a
number of "Distribution Principles" that are to be observed by the co-
operatives, Paragraph 14 contemplates both wholesale and retail sale
of power by the cooperatives. Since the Bureau did not incorporate
"Provision N" in it, the contract contains no express prohibition on

-6-
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tV resale or federally generated power to other entities on a wholesale
batnki. Theretore, the September 17, 1975 Bureau letter has significance
in determining the reason for the exclusion of "Prlovislon M1" from the
contract,

S 'TEC/MisEC contends that the September 17 letter clearly indicates
that the Bureau intended the cooperatives to be free to sell power to CPL,
WAPA and Brownsville, however, argue that the Bureau contemplated
that the cooperatives woulzl sell CPU only an amount of power equivalent
to their own gonserattng capacity, and that "Provision M wus omitted
only so that STEM/iMEC--themselves generating cooperatives-could sell
power to their member distribution cooperatives, Further, the STEC/
/ME13 inquiry, it is claimed, did not encompass other than "surplus"
poweer "which does not connote a long term commitment" like that pro-
vided for by the wheeling agreement.

Undo" the "parol evidence" rule, the legal principle of contract
interpretation that all prior negotiations and communfiations are merged
in the final executed contract, evidence such as the Bureau letter may
be resorted to only where the contract instrument is ambiguous or silent.
Valley Cement Indtsstries v. Nvidco Equipment Co., 570 F, Zd 1241 (5th
i,?, l978),* 7RComp, Ten. XWR(O9WB}VtiDVe6tc Buriveaui pl)wer sale
contract expressly provides for the vholesale and retail stile of energy
from the cooperatives, it is silent an to whether the federally generated
pover may be resold to an investor-owned utility such as CPL. Accord-
ingly, wve think the legal significance of the September 17, 1975 Bureau
letter lies only in whatever value it may have as an extrinsic aid In
delet'mining and giving effect to the Intent manifested by the contract
instrument.

The letter establishes that the cooperatives wvere to be allowed to sell
CPL an amount of electricity equivalent to the STEC/MEOC generating capa-
city. In outr view, however, the letter does not show that'omission of the
"Provision M" resale restriction in its entirety operated to allow onlz
resales not exceeding STEC/MEC generating capacity (or,! where 5Teis
exceeded that capacity, only to other qualified preference entities). That
is, the omnission of a provision which would have prohibited sale of power
by STIWC/AMEO to anyone who is going to resell it allows STEC/AIMEC to
sell to a customer, such as CPL, who may resell to others. The letter,
while it correctly states that the omission allows STEC/MIVEC to sell
surplus power and energy equtivalent to its own generating capacity to
CPL, does not establish that this was the only purpose of omitting
"Provision 1WI". Indeed, WAPA and Brownviflle, as mentioned above,
recognize that omission of that provision also allows l'esile to member
distribution cooperatives.

This is not to say that the Bureau could not have included a prohibition
agaanst resale in the contract in its discretion. Howvovev, since the Bureau
did not do so, we find no basis to read such n prohibition into the contract.

-7-
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Valdif flie Bureau Power Sale Contract

For the reaesmor n: HI out Above, the STF/M MC -C PIU vheeling agreement
canno' in our vihw ha O3.2C8tully attacked on the ground that It violates the
Falrjn-Amnistatl Darn &utpreference clause. However, should a coti't clce-
clara the wheeling PyTreement illegal on thMM ground, we do not thin); guch
illegality would provide a basis for questioning (he validity of thie power
sale contract, H.iowvnsville conteridj flat:

"In effect, the United States sold 35% to 100% of the hydro-
powev to a private investor-owned company through the
mediutm or veil of a preference customer to the exclusion
of other preference customers, While not discriminating
on its face, since ihe sale purports to be to cooperatives,
being preferenced customers, the August 9, 1977, con-
tract discriminated against other preference customers
including Brownsville, In its operation and effect and is
and should be invalid. "

It has been held that a contract is not made void by the fact that the
agreement or its perfnrmance might aid the promisee to violate a law
or a putlic policy \ ,;*,h the proomisor did not combine or conspire vwith
the promiseo to accomplish that result and did not share in the benerits
of sueh a violation. Milechanics' Insurance Co, of Philadelphia v. Hoover
Disfilling Co.,, 1hZ Fe 5W i.TWWM 7 Ml), Se Malso, CrNCorbii,
ContractRs l529 (1962),

We have fdimnd nothing in the record alleging or suggesting that the
Bureau'e failure to incorporate the "Provision Nl" resale limitation
we.n for the purpose of avoiding the prefereince requirement. Neither
does the Bureau appear to have had any reason to believe that in carry -
Ing out the contract, STEC/AIEC): would not conform to the requirements
of the law. Accordingly, we eannot conclude that a judicial finding that
STEC/MErC violated the Falcon-Armlwrad Dam Act preference clause
would make the Bureau power sal". rnontract to STEC/MIEC invalid.

Effect of Legal or Adminisirative Actions on Progress of Amistad Con-
stvuction.

Because of the many avenues whic[0 administrative or judicial action
might follow in this matter, we can only speculate as to the potential that
such action may have for delaying construction of the Amistad f'ac.ility.
WAPA, however, has informed us that It plans no legal or administrative
action which would force such a delay. WAPA notes, nevertheless, that
a delay might arise in the event Brownsville were to succeed in attacking
the Bureau contract. The major thrust of \VAPA's concern is that

-8
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"[ wI ithout r, contract in hanid rwhich assures the recovery of the costs of
prodt; iing8 poe, transrmittlng electricity and construction, the con-
struc ifou might have to be delayed," In WVAPA's opinion, "[ p] roceeding
with construction in the absence of a oommitment to purchase the power
from an eligible customer would violate that portion of the Falcon Darn
Act which mandates the recovery of an appropriate share of costs,"

Officials of the International Boundatry and Water Commission, United
Stated and Mwlecico, have informally advised us that the Commission Intends
to continue construction of the Amistad facility unless compelled to stop
by the courts, by Congress, or by superior authority in the Executive
branch. Should the power sales contract be held Invalid, however, the
Commission would feel constrained to halt construction until it received
adequate assurances that the project would indeed be self-liquidating or
at least that construction could be continued without violating that statu-
tory requirement,

The language In section 1 of the Falcon-Amistad Dam Act which gives
rise to the self-liquidating feature of the project, reads:

"Rate schedules shall be drawn having regard to the recovery
(upon the basis of the application of such rate schedules to the
capacity of the electric facilities of the projects) of the costs
of producing and transmitting such electric energy, including
the amortization of the capital investment allocated to plower
by the Secretary, in collaboration with the Secretary of State,
over a reasonable period of years."

While the specific facts and circumstances existing at the time would
certainly bear on our decision if we were asked for a formal ruling in
the future, we do not now foresee that voiding the Bureau contract would
affect the availability of funds' for construction of the Amistad facility
so long as Congress continues to make the necessary appropriations.
Admittedly, the Secretary of Energy must sell electrical pover at rates
sufficient to reimburse the Government for the cost of construction over
a reasonable time period. Further, pursuant to section 2 of the Act, all
receipts from the sale of electric power and energy are to be covered into
the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts. Construction funds for the pro-
ject, however, are made available froin the Treasury only in accordance
vith the terms of the applicable appropriation acts. U.S. Const, , art.,,

§ 9, cl. 6.

We reviewed the language and legislative histories of the fiscal years
1978. 1979 and 1930 acts (Public Laws 95-86, 95-431, and 96-68, respec-
tively) appropriating funds for Amistad construction, and did not find any

I
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indication that Congress Intended the availability of Amisfad construction
appropriations to be contingent upon the existence of an executory powver
sale contract during the construction period. Accordingly, we would not
contemplate that Invalidation of the Bureau power sales contract wvould
affect the availability of cornstrtction funds and thereby delay construction.

Recommendations

While we see no basis for objecting to the wheeling vrrangement on
statutory groitds, we think that as a prz.wtical matter5 the STEJ'C/ MEC -
CPt. arrangement may provide a prectAkht which, If ieft intact, could
eventually undermine lopg-standing principlas relatye. to granting pre-
ferences In the marketing of fedo;dc hydroclectricity. Further, the
Secretary of Ene-. gy may find in his mandate to market Falcon-Amistad
power "1 9 * in such manner as to encourage the modt wlideproad use
ther.of at the lowest possible rates to consumers coilsistent with sound
business prlnciplds ' * *" a. duty to attempt renegotiation oh:the contract.
In any everst, because of the uncertainty, expense, and deloy inherent in
litigating thg matter, we think it would be in the Government's best in-
terest for WAPA first to make a serious effort toward resolution of the
controversy without resort to litgidion, In this regard, we think that
the suggestion made by Brownsville's attorney deserves consideration.
In his November 30, '1b'19, letter to us he stated:

"( BrownsvillcJ has recommended to WVAPA, both orally and
in writing, that a conference be arranged among all the parties
in interest,"

Such a conference would encourage the formulation and considertion
of specific proposals for solution. Indeed, it does not seenm inconceivable
that ST'EC/MEC and CPL could find som1e other mutually advantageous
basis for compensating COPL for its wheeling services, or that WAPA and
STEC/IVIEC could find ameniatory language for the power sale contract
which would more clearly define the conditions under vhich preferences
in thW sale of federal power are granted.

We trust that 'the above is responsive to your inquiry and will assist
you in your efforts to encourage resolution of this controversy.

Sncere' yours

Comptroller General
of the United States

It1~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 ' ;~~
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OFfUCE OF GCLnAL COUNSEL

B-196345 fay 1, 1980

The Honorable Kika de la Garza
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. de la Carza:

You recently wrote me expressing interest in our ongoing review

of certain contractual arrangements relative to the sale of hydroelectric

power from the Falcon and Amistad Dams which we initiated at the request

of Congressman Abraham Kazen, Jr. We are forwarding our views on tile

matter to Congrsessman Kazan by letter of today and, as promised, are

enclosing a copy for your information. Please do not hesitate to contact

us should you Iuve any further questionsor need additional information.

Sincerely yours,

$irs. Rollee Efros
AssociaLU General Counsel

Enclosure
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